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About This Game

Speedball 2 HD is a modern reincarnation on the classic, futuristic cyberpunk sports game Speedball, originally developed by
the Bitmap Brothers and first released for the Atari ST in 1990. A brutal mix of handball and ice hockey placed at break-neck

pace. Now Tower Studios, Vivid Games and The Bitmap Brothers have created a glorious fusion of classic gameplay and
modern technology to launch this game into the 21st century.

Game Description

In 2326, rival gangs formed an ultra-violent street sports league called Speedball to settle their deadly disputes. Two teams face
each other in bloody battles for a steel ball: Nine on nine – in an all-out rush on the opponents’ goal. Almost any malicious move

is permitted. The winner of the matches secures supremacy over the city.

The highly anticipated PC revival to the legendary Amiga classic transforms the futuristic game setting with state-of-the-art
technology into a high-speed sports spectacle.

There are a huge variety of game modes and options - quick matches, single player tournaments, one-on-one multiplayer and
full career mode. Your ultimate mission is to assemble your own Speedball team to win the Speedball Intergalactic Champions

League and bring the greatest prize in Speedball back to Earth.

Choose from 28 teams across 6 new Speedball Arenas, Speedball 2 HD includes all the intense gameplay of the original with
new teams, more formations and in particular the new Fire, Ice and Cyber teams.
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Key Features

HD Graphics in classic Speedball style

6 brand new Speedball Arenas

Choose from 336 unique players and 28 Teams across 4 Planets

Full Player Transfer Market and Player Upgrade System

Ability to create and customise your own ultimate Speedball team

5 different Formations allowing strategy changes during play

Score with Goals, Bonus shots and Brutal Knockouts

A host of Steam Badges, Cards and Wallpapers to collect

Over 20 power-ups and special effects

Multiple game modes including 10 Season Career Mode and 10 Single-Player Game Modes

Supports game pad and keyboard controls for 2 players at once

Local multiplayer mode includes customisable tournaments for up to 8 player teams

Plenty of Trophies and Achievements to collect

The World famous “Ice Cream... Ice Cream!!” sample
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Speedball 2 provides few retro thrills but remains undeveloped. It has zero additional team features, including functioning
online play, which results in a lack of replay value.. Speedball 2 HD...Hmm, where to start? Lets go back to yonder days when I
was much much younger than I am now, the mid 90s (Speedball came out in 1988 and 1990 (2) but was re-released for 95/98 in
a multipack) and I remember spending many an hour running around with my cyberpunk steroidal war bears beating up the
enemy for ball possession and winning the majority of my games purely by knocking out enemy team members (which gives
you as many points as scoring a goal might I add) and screaming at my goal keeper to stop being a poof. Ahhh, good times.

Fast forward to today and Speedball 2 HD is a re-release of the 1988 cult classic set in the future of a bloodbowl sport which is
a combination of lacrosse, american football and cage fighting. It's exactly like the original (as far as I can remember) and I
have already spent a few hours knocking out the enemy and scoring obscene goals. It's such a good remake it has all of it's warts
and boils with the buggy player swapping whenever the ball is perfectly between three of your players causing it to bounce all
over the place. But all that is forgotten when you get your players hip dancing and kneesliding from scoring or knocking out the
enemy players.

Brutality aside, this is classic game that is challenging, requires a little thought on how you move around and a lot of keyboards
from smashing the spacebar. The challenging enemy players can range from "screwdrivers in their heads" stupid to "holy hell I
haven't even touched the ball and it's already half time". Great to pick up for a quick laugh then put back down. I can imagine
friendships being broken when this game is played on the LAN!. I had fun playing this but there is one glaring issue that
reduced my enjoyment.

When you get to division 1 the gulf between the teams you play in the league and the teams you are forced to play in the
intergalactic cup is huge. You're forced into a cycle of winning 7 really easy games against 3 star teams and then
getting♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by a 5 star team in the first round of the cup which injures your players.

The game desperately needs another league between Div1 and the intergalactic cup/champion's league♥♥♥♥♥♥a-thon.. Given
multiplayer support for this is local only, you'd expect at least some work might've gone into the menu interface to make it
usable for gamepads. It's really not. Once you've finally gotten into the game, it turns out that there's nothing to recommend this
over the original. You would've thought this would be an opportunity to make a couple of tweaks, but if anything it feels worse
than the original. Lazy lazy port.. Initially I liked it, but once Id comleted it once (too easily) it lacked any spice. I no longer
reccommend this game, as the once existant support, vanished.. This game is Just so hard to control and the AIs are too hard to
beat
Speedball is a great game but not this time. If you want to play GOOD Speedball go to the internet and play it as online game it
is better than this.. Amazing, so much nostalgia goodness. Thoroughly appreciate the effort. But the original Amiga version still
plays better. Keep up the great work. Meanwhile, think I'll load up the emulator once more.
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I played the Amiga version many years ago so I had great hopes for this game.
But it fell flat because of bugs and all sorts of odd things which shouldn't be in a re-make to modern standards.

Don't buy!. I'm not quite sure how it's possible to take a game that's almost 15 years old and make it look worse but Vivid
Games do. It's higher resolution, sure, but all nuance of the original is lost, sprites look comical, pitches ugly and it's even hard
to tell where the goalmouth starts and ends. Instead of starting with a team that looks like a bunch of nerds your starting team
are now randomly cybernetically enhanced. All 'New Art' motivation for purchasing star players is lost. All players are now a
mish-mash of badly redrawn features from original characters. If you enjoy looking at clunky photo-fit faces with glued-on
moustaches and noses that line up with mouths perhaps one in ten times (once you see this you can't unsee it), you're in for a
real treat.

Graphics aside, the game is still fairly solid. The on-pitch gameplay is basically just a port of the original with no attempts made
to revamp. Game mode differs in a few respects, some good, some bad, but nothing is going to make up for the god awful look
of the thing.
If there was an option to use original graphics I'd probably be able to recommend this. As-is it's really just a curio for fervent
fans of the original. Something to pass the time, to agonise over how what could have been and to highlight just how incredible
the original really was.. This game is okay at best, until you reach the intergalactic cup. The difficulty spike there makes the
game stop being fun fast.

It's also worth noting that for a supposed HD remake, they really messed up. I own the original version, and in my opinion it
looks better, sounds better, and, most importantly, PLAYS better.

Not recommended unless you really want to play Speedball 2 and have no way to get the original version.. even playable with my
old competition pro joystick i used in my amigatimes, if you know and loved the original - get this.
For all other lamers ;-) nice scifi rugbylike sportsgame singleplayercampagn, local multiplayer and a lot of fun. There are
different targets and goals to get points for winning a match. No mercy foul the opponents as often as you can :)

ICECREAM !. Got this game for free, wasn't expecting much from it, but I gave it a try and was surprised at how fun the game
is. It's simple to get into, it's like a Football (American) and Soccer hybrid. The matches are pretty quick, so you can fire up the
game and play a match if you have 10 mins to kill.

EDIT
So i just won my first cup and started a new season. The opponent is wiping the floor with me, all my players are way
underleveled and are going up against opponents with almost full power and tackle, so i can barely hold on to the ball 2 secs
before being clobbered. Grrr. Some people say that video games cause violent behaviour. Well Speedball 2 did with me as I
wanted to punch my monitor right in its flat wide-screen face as it trampled over my memories of a great game.

All the fun of the original seems to have been lost and replaced with a ton of frustration. The controls and ball physics are
terrible and the one thing they could have updated from the original: online play, they haven't.

If you remember the original, avoid it. If you don't, avoid it.. I played the Amiga version and loved it. Read the reviews and
bought it irrespective of the negative comments.

Thank goodness I did that because I love it. It's a faithful representation of the original gameplay and a blast to play! I use a
wired 360 controller and find it to be amazingly similar to the original I so loved when I was a kid. Definitely fun to play and if
you're into nostalgia, you'll love it. Believe the hype, Speedball 2 HD is great!. I don't understand how you can, take a great
game, make the IA worst than original 20 years later.
no add something great like a 2nd button...
No effort were made to this game.

i'm ♥♥♥♥ing disapointed.

not to mention bug like trying to shoot forward but the ball goes down left when you're in front of the goal alone.

seriously guys...
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